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Episode 01: Last Minute Resume
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Cast
DJ.......................................................... Chad
NARRATOR ................................. Paul
TOMMIE .............................. Carlos
CLASSMATE ......................... Zach

Script
DJ: Welcome back to Career Talk on KUST, University of St. Thomas Campus Radio for Monday, November 30, 2009. It is now time for another episode of...

NARRATOR: [Radio show narrator voice] “As the Tommie Searches: Episode 1, Last Minute Resume”

[Cue Theme Music]

NARRATOR: Today we listen in as Tommie struggles to put together his resume for a looming application deadline. He sits, perplexed in the Blue Lagoon student lounge, tapping his fingers on his laptop, occasionally glancing up at the closed captioned news on the lounge television. A long awaited giraffe has just arrived at the Minnesota Zoo. Tommie is approached by a classmate.

CLASSMATE: Hey Tommie! Wanna catch a bite at the Grill? I have a few questions about our assignment for Stats.

TOMMIE: Not today. [Sighs] I’ve got this position I’m applying for. I need to submit my resume by five o’clock.

CLASSMATE: Just modify one of your past ones.

TOMMIE: They haven’t worked so well. I’m starting from scratch, but I’m stuck.

CLASSMATE: What do you have so far?

TOMMIE: My name and address... and my education.

CLASSMATE: You know they have an office on campus that--

TOMMIE: [Cuts off CLASSMATE] I know, I know. I’ll get up there someday, but this is due in an hour. I just need to write down my work experience.
CLASSMATE: Well, aside from including your employer, position title, and dates, you need bullet points describing the work you did. Lead with action words.

TOMMIE: Like “Worked on sales statistics and portfolio documentation?”

CLASSMATE: Well, that’s two things. It might be better stated as “Performed statistical analysis of sales trends for managers” and the second bullet would be “Created marketing portfolios for use in the field.”

TOMMIE: Wow, I like that.

CLASSMATE: You should get that done in no time. Well, I’ll be in the Grill, get that done in the next half hour and I’d be happy to proof-read it for you.

TOMMIE: Sounds great. We’ll meet about stats too.

CLASSMATE: Yeah, I’ll save you a seat.

[Cue Theme Music]

NARRATOR: Will Tommie complete his resume in time? Will he get the interview? What’s the special at the Grill today? Find out next time on “As the Tommie Searches” brought to you by the University of St. Thomas Career Development Center.

DJ: Listeners can hear additional 3 minute segments, including this melodrama by searching keywords “KUST Career Talk Three Minute” or by visiting our Web site.

DJ: And now ______________________ by ______________________ off their album ______________________ here on KUST, University of St. Thomas Campus Radio.

[Cue Music]
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